
The Ultimate Guide: Create Stunning Flowers,
Succulents and Herbs from Cut Paper and
Mixed Media
Are you looking for a unique and creative way to brighten up your home or
special event? Look no further! In this comprehensive guide, we will show you
how to create beautiful flowers, succulents, and herbs using cut paper and mixed
media techniques. Not only will these stunning creations add a touch of nature to
your space, but they will also provide a lasting and low-maintenance alternative to
real plants.

The Art of Paper Crafting

Paper crafting is an ancient art form that has been around for centuries. From
delicate origami to intricate papercutting, the possibilities are endless when it
comes to creating with paper. It is a versatile and accessible medium that allows
artists to express their creativity and imagination.

When it comes to creating flowers, succulents, and herbs from paper, the options
are truly limitless. You can choose from a variety of techniques such as paper
cutting, quilling, folding, and more to bring your creations to life. The key is to
experiment and let your imagination run wild.
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Materials You Will Need

Before diving into the world of paper crafting, make sure you have the following
materials on hand:

Assorted colored papers

Scissors

Glue or adhesive

Paints or markers

Paintbrushes

Cardstock or foam board

Wire or floral tape (optional)

These are just basic materials to get you started. Feel free to explore and
incorporate other mixed media elements such as beads, ribbons, and buttons to
add an extra flair to your creations.

Step-by-Step Instructions

1. Choose Your Flowers, Succulents or Herbs

Start by deciding which type of plant you want to create. You can go for classic
roses, vibrant sunflowers, exotic orchids, or even trendy succulents. Research
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the type of plant you are interested in to gather inspiration and familiarize yourself
with its unique characteristics.

2. Gather References

Once you have chosen your plants, gather visual references such as
photographs or drawings. These references will help you determine the shape,
color, and details of your paper creations.

3. Select and Prepare Your Papers

Choose a variety of colored papers that match the colors of your chosen plants.
You can use plain colored papers, patterned papers, or even hand-painted
papers for added texture and depth. Cut the papers into different sizes and
shapes to use in creating the petals, leaves, and stems of your plants.

4. Experiment with Techniques

Now it's time to let your creativity shine! Experiment with various paper crafting
techniques to bring your plants to life. Try folding techniques like origami or use a
quilling tool to create intricate spirals. You can also try your hand at papercutting
to add delicate details to the petals and leaves.

5. Assemble Your Creation

Once you are satisfied with the individual components, it's time to assemble your
masterpiece. Use glue or adhesive to attach the petals and leaves to the stem. If
desired, you can reinforce the stems using wire or floral tape for added stability.

6. Add the Finishing Touches

No artwork is complete without the finishing touches. Use paints or markers to
add details and texture to your paper plants. You can create realistic shading and
highlights to make your creations truly lifelike.



Displaying Your Paper Plants

Now that you have created your stunning floral arrangements, it's time to proudly
display them in your home or event. Here are a few ideas to showcase your
paper plants:

Create a whimsical centerpiece for your dining table.

Hang them on a wall to add a pop of color and nature.

Arrange them in a decorative vase for a lasting floral accent.

Use them as unique party favors or gifts for special occasions.

Creating flowers, succulents, and herbs from cut paper and mixed media is a
rewarding and enjoyable craft that allows you to channel your inner artist. By
following the step-by-step instructions in this guide, you will be able to create
stunning paper plants that will amaze your friends and provide a long-lasting
alternative to real plants.

So, go ahead and unleash your creativity! Start exploring the world of paper
crafting and bring the beauty of nature into your space with these exquisite
creations.
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With Painted Botanical Collage, artists of all skill levels will learn to create lifelike
botanical artwork—featuring flowers, succulents, and herbs—using painted
background papers and elegant collage techniques.

A unique technique book, Painted Botanical Collage will show you how to create
your own collage materials. This guide takes you step by step through creating
mixed-media painted papers, then using them—along with tissue paper, art
papers, and found paper, such as magazines—to create perfect collage
materials. Cut these decorative papers into plant and flower parts to assemble
your designs, adding details using various media.

Working from nature is central to this technique—look closely at the palettes and
shapes in actual flowers to create realistic stylized representations. Painted
Botanical Collage includes instruction on creating flowers, cacti, succulents,
leaves, and other popular botanicals—over 30 beautiful designs in all.

Join in the fun as British artist Tracey English shares the methods behind the
magical flower collages that charm and delight her Instagram followers.  
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